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Applying Use Case Driven Object Modeling with UML: An Annotated e-Commerce ExampleAddison Wesley, 2001

Applying Use Case Driven Object Modeling with UML: An Annotated e-Commerce  Example is a practical, hands-on guide to putting use case methods to work  in real-world situations. This workbook is a companion to Use Case Driven Object  Modeling with UML. It bridges the gap between the theory presented in the main  book...
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People-Focused Knowledge Management: How Effective Decision Making Leads to Corporate SuccessButterworth-Heinemann, 2004
The business environment has changed. Sharper competition requires organizations to exhibit greater effectiveness in their operations and services and faster creation of new products and servicesall hallmarks of the knowledge economy. Up until now, most of the knowledge management literature has focused on technology, systems, or culture. This book...
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ThermoPoetics: Energy in Victorian Literature and ScienceMIT Press, 2010

	In ThermoPoetics, Barri Gold sets out to show us how analogous, intertwined, and mutually productive poetry and physics may be. Charting the simultaneous emergence of the laws of thermodynamics in literature and in physics that began in the 1830s, Gold finds that not only can science influence literature, but literature can influence...
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Swarm Intelligence (The Morgan Kaufmann Series in Evolutionary Computation)Morgan and Claypool Publishers, 2001

	Traditional methods for creating intelligent computational systems have privileged private "internal" cognitive and computational processes. In contrast, Swarm Intelligence argues that human intelligence derives from the interactions of individuals in a social world and further, that this model of...
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Energy-Based Control of Electromechanical Systems: A Novel Passivity-Based Approach (Advances in Industrial Control)Springer, 2020

	
		This book introduces a passivity-based approach which simplifies the controller design task for AC-motors. It presents the application of this novel approach to several classes of AC motors, magnetic levitation systems, microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) and rigid robot manipulators actuated by AC motors.

	The novel...
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The Image Processing Handbook, Fifth EditionCRC Press, 2006
Now in its fifth edition, John C. Russ's monumental image processing reference is an even more complete, modern, and hands-on tool than ever before. The Image Processing Handbook, Fifth Edition is fully updated and expanded to reflect the latest developments in the field. 

A companion CD-ROM to this edition is available and includes more...
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Goal Directed Project Management: Effective Techniques and StrategiesKogan Page, 2009
This book deals with project management and presents the requirements for successful projects. We show you how to use proven methods and tools to guide your projects towards their goals, thereby significantly increasing your probability of achieving project success.

The book is written for project managers and everyone participating in...
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Investment Banking: A Guide to Underwriting and Advisory ServicesSpringer, 2010
The recent financial turmoil has raised suspects on investment banks and will certainly reshape the industry. However, the transactions traditionally managed by investment banks will still require the intervention of financial institutions, as always in the past. This book aims at providing an overview of these traditional investment banking...
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The Curve Shortening ProblemCRC Press, 2001

	Although research in curve shortening flow has been very active for nearly 20 years, the results of those efforts have remained scattered throughout the literature. For the first time, The Curve Shortening Problem collects and illuminates those results in a comprehensive, rigorous, and self-contained account of the fundamental results.
...
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Epidemics and Rumours in Complex Networks (London Mathematical Society Lecture Note Series)Cambridge University Press, 2010

	Information propagation through peer-to-peer systems, online social systems, wireless mobile ad hoc networks and other modern structures can be modelled as an epidemic on a network of contacts. Understanding how epidemic processes interact with network topology allows us to predict ultimate course, understand phase transitions and develop...
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Clinical Malignant HematologyMcGraw-Hill, 2007

	The only comprehensive guide to the clinical management of hematologic and lymphatic cancers


	4 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW!

	"This will be an ideal and a must-have book for anyone involved in the daily care of patients with hematologic malignancies. It would be particularly useful for physicians-in-training...
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MATLAB® and Design Recipes for Earth Sciences: How to Collect, Process and Present Geoscientific InformationSpringer, 2012

	
		The overall aim of the book is to introduce students to the typical course followed by a data analysis project in earth sciences. A project usually involves searching relevant literature, reviewing and ranking published books and journal articles, extracting relevant information from the literature in the form of text, data, or...
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